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You've worked hard, lived carefully, and saved diligently. You've reached major milestones and
accumulated more assets than you dreamed possible, and yet you hesitate. “Can I retire?” This
book will help answer that question by showing you….The tools you need to live a secure and
independent retirement, without worrying about moneyWhat you must know before leaving a
career behindHow much it will cost you to live in retirement, and how to manage your cash
flowThe current choices for retirement health care, including lesser-known but effective
optionsThe threat from inflation: two secrets that politicians and bankers will never admitA
realistic assessment of the impact that income taxes will have on your retirementSocial
Security’s role in your retirement: when you should claim and how much it’s worth to youHow to
construct and manage an investment portfolio for income and growth in retirementAbout
immediate annuities and why you need multiple sources of retirement incomeThe key variables
and unknowns in your retirement withdrawal equationReviews of the best retirement calculators,
and tips for how to use them accuratelyBeyond the simplistic 4% Rule to the latest research on
safe withdrawal ratesRealistic bracketing of your retirement savings needs, without over caution
or overconfidenceThe history of economic cycles and the related asset classes for optimal
retirement securityA survey of strategies plus original research for how to orchestrate your
retirement distributionsA practical retirement fuel gauge alerting you to problems while you still
have time to actBackup plans: the lifeboat strategies for ensuring you'll never be without
essential incomeThe 6 crucial questions to answer before you can retireThe one, simple,
powerful, non-financial reason that you can and should retire earlier than later

About the AuthorDarrow Kirkpatrick is an author, software engineer, and investor who lived
frugally, invested successfully, and retired at age 50. He writes regularly about saving, investing,
and retiring on the popular blog Can I Retire Yet? His first book is Retiring Sooner.
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M. McClung, “great job identifying the key decision points. I wrote a book on investing during
retirement, so I know the broader domain well (I like to periodically check out books related to
retirement). I quickly gauged Darrow Kirkpatrick as an honest and smart guy. It’s a big plus that
he’s independent – when your livelihood is dependent on the financial industry and/or a certain
ideology, it is VERY difficult to not be biased. Kirkpatrick’s forte is retiring early.As the title says,
the book has one primary focus: can you retire yet? However, in order to make that decision the
reader needs to understand a lot about what happens financially after retiring, which the author
spends a lot of the book explaining.Here are some general things I liked:• The book is easy to
read….conversational and well written (especially for an engineer :-)).• I liked the first-hand
snippets…the author shares his thoughts from already going down this path.• The key decision
points are identified well and comprehensively – this book should keep anyone planning their
retirement from being blindsided by unknowns.• In the kindle version the author includes
convenient links to lots of relevant information that supplement the book. This works very well!•
The orientation is pragmatic – it generalizes some to outline the big picture, but then gets into
many of the nuts and bolts of what you need to know and do. (Sometimes I would have liked to
see more though. The author does provide more in his blog, and links to it, but I’m not sure of the
extent. And the external links help.)• The book has a data-driven mindset. This is a big deal to
me. I’ve done a lot of simulation and modeling of strategies. Doing so I’ve found quite a few
“great” strategies, some well-known and based on sound ideas, that just don’t work that well
using real data.One thing worth noting is the author doesn’t try to make all the decisions for the
reader, although as I mentioned before he does a great job laying out the decision points. Many
readers will like this, but perhaps not all. He provides both sides of the story where there is
disagreement in the research, which is generally a good thing, but it can leave the reader with
difficult decisions to make. To be fair though, there is no way to get around this completely
because retirees vary greatly on their outlook and goals. Plus, the author often weighs in with his
opinions to help.I can’t say I agree with the author on all the details, but mostly. (My differences
are probably outside the scope of this book anyway, in areas where I believe it is possible to dig
deeper into the data and do better than conventional wisdom states.)Bottom line is I liked the
book and believe it is an excellent read for those seriously considering retiring and concerned
about the financial aspects. Understanding what this book is saying, and generally adhering to
its advice, will likely put the reader ahead of 95% of pack.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great title, great book. Learned a lot about the process of thinking about
and planning for retirement, the early years, and what to expect in the later years. Well
researched, planned, and authentic.”

undefined, “Super um mal über viele Aspekte der Gestatung des eigenen Ruhestandes



nachzudenken. Vorweg: Das Buch hat zwar einige US-spezfische Teile, aber das stört nicht
weiter. Es ist auch Deutsche sehr hilfreich.Ist klar, verständlich und weder zu länglich noch zu
knapp geschrieben.Wertungen sind sehr neutral und nachvollziehbar gehalten.Besonders
hilfreich finde ich die Ausagen und Überlegungen zum Ungang mit der Unsicherheit zukünftiger
Entwicklungen und die Lifeboat-Strategien falls Dinge nicht laufen wie geplant/erhofft.”

Shivaswamy, “Insightful, Useful effort. Darrow has done justice to his work. It is a no-nonsense
book. He has been disciplined, dedicated, diligent in his efforts and all that shows up in the
outcome - a very informative, helpful book. Thank you Darrow, for sharing this useful insight.”

Newton Tesla, “Good and practical book. I like this book. The author has the actual experience
so the information presented in practical and useful.”

The book by Darrow Kirkpatrick has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 191 people have provided feedback.
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